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Venezuela, Iran,
DR Congo

I

interviewed Portuguese writer
Maria João Lopo de Carvalho about
Luís de Camões and her book which
followed his 16th century journey
from Portugal to Macau via boat. The
journey went through Cape of Good
Hope, Mozambique, Mombasa, Malindi, Oman, Hormuz. Goa, Sri Lanka,
Malacca and was introduced to the
poetry of Camões.
— Time changes, and our desires
change.
What we believe—even what we
are—is ever-changing. The world is
change,
which forever takes on new
qualities.
In that intrepid spirit of Camões and
of casting our eyes wider and toward
far horizons, I wanted to to look at
three fluid and fast moving scenarios.

Let’s start with Caracas Venezuela.
Here, years of sanction warfare [The
Star Aug 2018 @realDonaldTrump
seems to be relishing his financial
warfare strategies. Nicolas Maduro
in Venezuela is being attacked by
remote-controlled drone] accompanied with rank mismanagement has
brought the country to that Hunter S
Thompson brink.
“The edge... There is no honest way
to explain it because the only people
who really know where it is are the
ones who have gone over,” Hunter S
Thompson.
Access to oil defined 20th-century
empires and the petrodollar agreement was the key to the ascendancy
of the United States as the world’s
sole superpower America’s war machine runs on, is funded by, and exists
in protection of oil. Threats by any
nation to undermine the petrodollar
system are viewed by Washington as
tantamount to a declaration of war
against the United States of America.
The Chavez Revolution was always
a rebellion in the Superpower’s back
yard and the machine was eventually
going to bring it to heel by hook or by
crook.
Oriental Review’s Andrew Korybko
headlines his Article ‘’A Venezuelan
coup could challenge OPEC+ and build
“fortress America” and writes
Russia and China aren’t capable of
directly defending Venezuela even

Democratic Republic of Congo’s former President Joseph Kabila sits next to his
successor Felix Tshisekedi during an inauguration ceremony whereby Tshisekedi

though they’ve voiced their support
for international law, and their real
national interests rest with ensuring
that Caracas repays its billions of dollars of loans to them and respects the
energy and military deals that were
previously signed despite not having
any way of guaranteeing that will
happen if Maduro is overthrown. Therefore, the most likely international
outcome of his ouster would probably
be that the Washington-backed coup
“authorities” would declare those
deals null and void, after which they’d
likely open up the world’s largest oil
deposits in the Orinoco Belt to US
companies. The long-term repercussions are that the US could challenge
Russia and Saudi Arabia’s OPEC+

alliance and advance its “Fortress
America” geopolitical project in the
Western Hemisphere
Maduro is I am afraid going down
just like Muammar went down and as
did Saddam.
Last week also marked 40 Years
of the Islamic Revolution where the
mercurial, enigmatic and often cryptic
Ayatollah Khomeini returned from
exile to Tehran and upended the once
fabulous Peacock Throne of Shah
Reza Pahlavi who spent his final days
looking out to sea in Panama because
none of his erstwhile allies would give
him safe haven. For 40 Years, The US
has sanctioned Iran and as long as he
fought the Ayatollah Saddam lived. As
much as Chavez’s Bolivarian revolu-

tion was to American hegemony, so
has been Khomenei’s and now Khamenei’s Iran. Barack Hussein Obama
tried to recalibrate things but that was
a momentary counter-trend moment.
Clearly, the US has ratcheted up the
pressure but the Theocrats have held
firm and Europe threw them a bone
last week with the Special Purpose
Vehicle designed to facilitate ‘’essential’’ [Food, medicines and the Like]
commerce via trading in Euros.
What explains Tehran’s resilience? It is a prize that remains beyond
Washington’s grasp, for now. Finally,
events in the DR Congo. Whilst oil and
the petro-dollar economy underpinned US power projection, the DR
Congo with an estimated 66% of
cobalt [possibly the new oil] supplies
might well represent the Future. In an
extraordinary Plot Twist, President
Kabila invested a losing candidate Félix
Tshisekedi with the presidency and
the US hardly raised a murmur.
“I think the most startling thing is
how quickly we have shifted from a
discussion about the integrity of the
electoral process to sweeping all these
very serious and credible allegations
of electoral fraud under the carpet,”
said Jason Stearns of the Congo
Research Group. Maybe, Dan Gertler
is the puppeteer in Washington? The
White House is very transactional.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst
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Bear run gulps up 420billion
in year to December - CMA
Kenya’s stock market demonstrated more resilience compared to her peers

VICTOR AMADALA
@ItsAmadala

Poor trading activities at the Nairobi
Securities Exchange saw investors incur a year on year loss of Sh420 billion
in paper wealth, the latest quarterly
bulletin by Capital Market Authority
shows.
According to CMA Q4 2018 statistical bulletin, the bourse recorded
market capitalization of Sh2.1 trillion in three months to December
last year compared to same period
in 2017 where it posted an impressive
Sh2.52 trillion.
Luke Ombara, director regulatory
policy and strategy at CMA attributed
the slowness to high foreign outflows
brought about by volatility in international trade.
“The growth in US economy and
increase in Federal Reserve Rate
attracted high value investors from
emerging markets. US trade wars
with China and Brexit uncertainties
affected saw investors develop cold
feet,’’ Ombara said.
This saw the country record a net
foreign portfolio outflow of Sh6.67
billion during the quarter under review compared to net inflow of Sh182

NSE chief executive officer Geoffrey Odundo during a briefing on Kenya economic
outlook as well as Capital market highlights of the year ended 2018/Enos Teche.

million witnessed same period in
2017.The Annual net foreign portfolio flow for 2018 was an outflow of

Sh22.96B compared to a net inflow
of Sh11.53 billion in 2017 attributed to
foreign investor flight from the local

capital markets.
He added that Kenya’s stock market demonstrated more resilience
compared to her African peers with
equity market turnover in 2018 improving slightly by 2.36 per cent to
post Sh175.6 billion compared to
Sh171.61 billion traded in corresponding period in 2017.
Last year, NSE recorded the lowest
results in five years with benchmark
NSE20 sliding from 5,113 points in
2014 to 2,801 points, a whopping 45.12
per cent drop.
Consequently, a total of 6.3 billion
shares were traded at the bourse last
year, signaling a 10.33 per cent decline
compared to 7,065.36 Million traded
in 2017.
Calmness in domestic economy
saw the bond market grow 27.9 per
cent with bonds worth Sh557.72
billion traded in 2018 compared to
435.89 billion the previous year.
The capital market regulator attributes this growth to foreign investors’
entry into the bond market as they
sought to divest cash from their equity
portfolios.
The bond turnover for Q4 2018 increased by 32.6 per cent, with Sh89.12
billion worth of bonds being traded,
compared with Sh118.17 billion in
2017.

KINDNESS
ALWAYS COUNTS
IN
LEADERSHIP
What does it mean to be a kind
leader? Kindness is literally
defined as the “quality of
being friendly, generous, and
considerate.”
We don’t often read about
kindness in leadership. leaders
play a coaching role and how
effective they are at that role
matters in the performance of
their people. But how can you
coach with kindness? Being
considerate may force us to
think a bit differently about
how we coach.
Do we take to consideration
the goals and aspirations
of those we are coaching?
Are we incorporating how
our feedback may feel to
that person (i.e., given their
career stage, their confidence
levels, etc.) or are we focusing
exclusively on the task at
hand? Do we consider using
different approaches for
different people?
Coaching is inherently
generous – you are actively
giving your time, expertise and
insights to another. So do it
with a touch of kindness

